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THE DIGITAL HIGH STREET
INTRODUCTION TO THE EBOOK SERIES

“KPMG is excited to be working together with Tech London

Advocates/Global Tech Advocates on the launch of this eBook

series focusing on the tech-enabled communities of the future.

“There is a great opportunity for the UK to combine new digital

infrastructures with the repurposing of traditional infrastructure to

enable a more interconnected world. Building a sustainable and

inclusive environment that allows everyone to succeed and grow is

absolutely crucial in the fast changing digital environment that we

now live in. “We hope that the perspectives that this series brings

from sectors such as retail, mobility, smart public space and

community bring to life the opportunities available across the UK

to our communities of the future.”

  

Chris Hearld, Head of Regions, KPMG LLP





BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Compiled by - Director, Hyperlocal Cities Linda Chandler 

https://https//home.kpmg/uk/en/home.html
https://www.crystal-associates.co.uk/
https://nar-reach.com/uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/linda-chandler/


FOREWORD

It’s been my pleasure to support this eBook series and I’m delighted to have been

asked to introduce the Smart Public Space edition. 

by , Founder -   & Global Tech
Advocates

Russ Shaw CBE Tech London Advocates

The themes covered in this edition range from the evolution of public space, the

importance of data infrastructure and the recognition of the ethical challenges that lie

ahead as our physical location becomes more identi�able. Instrumentation of our

buildings and public spaces can help us in monitoring both the infrastructure itself

and how we use it, which will be crucial in meeting our ESG goals. Finally, our

contributors remind us that experience is king and how wearables and augmented

reality can provide frictionless productive experiences that are also playful and

pleasurable.

In 2016, the World Economic Forum heralded the Fourth Industrial Revolution – the

era of the ‘cyber-physical’. Now, digital infrastructure is an integral part of our local

communities, high streets and economies and the ‘smart public space’ is increasingly

becoming a reality. In the Third Industrial Revolution, the built environment and the

technology industries existed in parallel. In this decade and beyond, we are bridging

the gap and exploring the synergies between physical and digital in placemaking.

Developing effective public realm demands diversity and collaboration. As we walk

down our high streets, the human experience crosses physical real estate and digital

services owned and operated by both public sector organisations and private

enterprise so we all must take responsibility to create more inclusive public spaces

accessible to all.

My organisation, Tech London Advocates, showcases the extraordinary tech-enabled

achievements of British entrepreneurs, academics and corporate innovators. This

ebook series re�ects my ambition to champion the UK as a global capital for digital

innovation. I hope you enjoy these different perspectives from our diverse contributors

and I look forward to the next decade in which they unfold.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/russ-shaw/
https://www.techlondonadvocates.org.uk/


SMART PUBLIC SPACES

Public spaces are constantly evolving. They

are affected by new development and

regeneration, wider economic trends within

towns and cities, by new forms of transport

and mobility, and by changing social and

cultural norms. The climate emergency is

exposing public spaces to new forms of risk,

such as �ooding, overheating and pollution,

while creating opportunities to boost

resilience through the creative use of nature-

based solutions. The Covid-19 pandemic has

emphasised the bene�ts of public realm for

mental and physical wellbeing, and the

inequalities faced by different communities

in terms of access.

Another transformation affecting public

spaces relates to technology. The concept of

a ‘smart’ public space has emerged to

describe digitally-enabled areas which

transform the user experience by providing

information and services, and assists with

their management and upkeep. The most

obvious features to the public include free

WiFi, charging sockets and interactive

screens which provide real-time information

and offer ways to quickly provide feedback.

Less visible features include sensors which

track how people move around, and tools

which help to monitor and improve the

performance of key infrastructure such as

lighting, CCTV, drainage and waste.

Planners are just one set of professionals

who stand to bene�t from smart public

spaces. Better data can provide valuable

insights on how spaces are used by different

groups at different times, to identify their

strengths and weaknesses. This can help

planners to think about public spaces as part

of a wider network, connected to transport

corridors, green infrastructure and locations

for development. By understanding how

people use space, planners can ensure that

new development and regeneration activity

supports wider strategies to improve

accessibility between homes, jobs and

services, and create more liveable towns and

cities.

by  - Policy Manager at the Royal Town Planning Institute from 2015 to
2021 , 

James Harris
Royal Town Planning Institute

https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-harris-54b0384a/
https://www.rtpi.org.uk/


And �nally: we should ensure that public spaces do not become dominated

by intrusive technology. In an increasingly connected world, people need

spaces where they can unplug and unwind. A clear set of objectives can help

planners, and other professionals, consider the right balance between smart

and simple solutions when it comes to managing public space.

This activity requires close collaboration. To develop and implement strategies which improve

public space, planners work with urban designers, transport planners, landscape architects,

ecologists, developers, utility companies, businesses, community groups and many others.

Consistent data, shared between departments and organisations, can support this

collaboration.

However, smart public spaces present ethical challenges. The collection of public data requires

robust processes to preserve anonymity and provide transparency about how it will be used.

People need reassurances that data will be used in the wider public interest, rather than to

further the agenda of private companies. The algorithms which are used to collect and analyse

data can also reinforce biases, for example by excluding people without a mobile phone. It is

important that new forms of data complement, rather than replace, the insights which are

derived through ‘traditional’ forms of public engagement such as town hall meetings and

surveys. These are easier to design in ways that explicitly connect with marginalised groups.



THE DIGITAL NEIGHBOURHOOD:
WHY TAKING A HYPER LOCAL
APPROACH TO SHARING DATA
CAN LEAD TO CLEAR
COMMUNITY BENEFITS
by , Senior Economist,  
&  , Senior Transport Planner, 

Patrick Andison Arup
Sarah Hayes Arup

https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrick-andison/
https://www.arup.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarah-hayes-027b7ba5/
https://www.arup.com/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQUtlKuAyLM


HOW BUSY IS TOON?
USING TECHNOLOGY
TO IDENTIFY SAFE
URBAN SPACES
by  - Digital Programme Manager,Jenny Nelson
Newcastle CC

Newcastle Urban Core is well established as the

economic, cultural and leisure hub of the North East, with

our communities and High Streets serving local residents

and are home to a vibrant mix of independent stores.

Plans to transform our city centre are underway and are

fundamental to the long term future of the wider region.

It is the largest retail and leisure employment area in the

North East providing work for over 19,000 people and

attracting 11 million visitors per year.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jenny-nelson-b0337022/
https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/


In Newcastle we’re taking a smart city

approach to ensuring that not only are we

supporting a safe return during the

pandemic, but creating a legacy of digital

and smart public spaces where data and

connectivity are key. As home to the Urban

Observatory, the largest source of urban

open data in Europe, along with the National

Innovation Centre for Data at Newcastle

Helix innovation site, we were well placed to

quickly develop  -

a site which uses real-time computer vision

data from cameras that measure footfall

levels in the city centre and presents

information via a website to give residents

an indication how busy it is and how easy it

is to socially distance. The site also acts as a

one-stop shop for safety information for

shops and restaurants, transport and travel.

On travel we’re currently providing real time

open data on car parking availability in

major city centre car parks, but we’re

actively looking at how we radically improve

the user experience for mobility related data

– including sensored cycle parking, e-

scooters and additional car parks.

www.Howbusyistoon.com

It’s clear that COVID-19 has radically altered

our relationship with retail and urban

environments. At the height of the

lockdown, retail footfall was down 70%, and

our user research showed people remain

concerned about a return to the High Street.

Yet we know that unless people do return

the impact of loss of income and

employment, along with the sense of place,

will be devastating.

We know that this is just the

beginning of providing urban city

data to individuals in a meaningful

way to improve their experiences

in the city centre. We’re also

ensuring that we embed digital

connectivity in all of our city

centre transformation plans so

that we can continue to offer

bene�ts like high quality free

public Wi-Fi, deliver more

responsive public services (for

example as we are through smart

bins) and pop up tourism and

retail events.

Since the minimum viable product launch in

early July to test the concept and the

public’s reaction, the site has received more

than 50,000 visits, a signi�cant level of social

media engagement, positive political and

user feedback, and interest in the scheme

from local public transport providers and

other cities too.

Another way of reducing vehicle dominance

is through the creation of low traf�c or

active neighbourhoods. These comprise of

simple, well-planned interventions to create

safe streets and enable walking and cycling

for short journeys. Streets can be “�ltered” to

keep through-traf�c on main roads and to

restrict access to residents, deliveries,

emergency services, etc.

http://www.howbusyistoon.com/


HIGH STREET RETAIL WILL BOUNCE
BACK THANKS TO CONVENIENCE
COMMERCE
by   - President, Edward Hamilton Mayordomo Smart Point

E-commerce changed our purchasing habits to online. However, it didn't only change our

purchasing habits but also our expectation that a product would be delivered to us. It is the

convenience of both the online shopping and delivery service that has created the high

growth of E-commerce sales. While we have seen the digitalisation of local retailers and

commerce to an online shopping experience it is the advent of Convenience Commerce

(C-commerce) that will ultimately give the highstreet retailers and local commerce the

edge again.

Con�nement rules of 2020-21 have forced almost every consumer towards E-commerce,

and in some situations towards Q-commerce (Quick commerce)- high delivery costs, with

externalities that include increased traf�c, CO2 emissions and higher NOx emission

pollution in cities. High street shops that are capable of attaining low economies of scale

and scope due to specialisation (eg Media Markt for electronics, or Primark for clothing),

have remained relevant by offering third-generation Convenience commerce via Click &

Collect options, to provide the user with the highest item availability, immediate pick-up

options, and lowest price with no delivery cost. Convenience Commerce is the online

purchase of any local product and then the same-day delivery to a convenient pick-up

point outside or inside of a user’s residence. Convenience Commerce is a simple, fast and

cheap delivery option for any local retailer or commerce on a daily basis.

Smart Point is pioneering the way of Convenience Commerce with its city-wide

agreements to put networks of Smart Points in city streets. The Smart Points are

connected via zero-emission large-volume quick-delivery vehicles that carry out daily set-

delivery routes. The Smart Points compartments are reserved via the recipient's mobile

through a web-app. Convenience Commerce doesn't need a set destination to initiate a

delivery but rather a recipient telephone number which allows the recipient to choose their

preferred pick-up window and pick-up point from the convenient network. If a recipient

needs to change the pick-up window or point at any time they can do so at no additional

cost and the package is simply automatically re-routed with no operational cost. Now all

local commerce and high street retailers can simply same-day deliver any product for just

one pound.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bcnbusinesscoach/
https://mayordomo.io/en


Convenience Commerce isn´t just a solution

for high-street retailers but also Smart Cities

and other smart spaces. Citizens want less

delivery vans clogging their streets and parking

badly. Smart Cities want to reduce urban CO2

emissions and traf�c-congestion. Last-mile

deliveries account for almost 40% of traf�c

CO2 emissions, if cities want to hit their

emission reduction targets they need to take

control of the last-mile delivery issue.

Convenience Commerce not only offers a

competitive delivery method for retailers but

also helps Smart Cities to reduce traf�c

congestion and reduce urban CO2 emissions.

Convenience Commerce is the most disruptive

public service since the rollout of the public

bike-sharing networks. Just like how they

helped move people more sustainably and

freely around cities, Convenience Commerce

and Smart Point help move packages and

items sustainably and freely around cities.

Smart Point currently offers its service in 5

countries and is onboarding one new city a

month.



THE BIG RE-THINK: HOW OUR CITIES
WILL ADAPT TO A NEW KIND OF
NORMAL
by  - CEO & Co-Founder, Tiernan Mines Hello Lamp Post

Throughout history, cities have had to endure devastating effects of events that have

threatened our society. Whether it’s been the impact of wars or �nancial collapses, what

we have seen, time and time again, is how cities have bounced back from events like these,

and become thriving metropolises once again. And it’s no different to what we’re seeing

today. Despite the pandemic evolving our relationship with urban areas, what we know for

sure is that cities will continue to be places for people to meet and exchange experiences

and ideas - ultimately, it’s people who bring cities to life and without them, cities just

become a collection of buildings and infrastructures with no real purpose.

As cities begin to emerge from the challenges of coronavirus, what we’re noticing is that

local decision makers and communities are beginning to rede�ne a ‘sense of place’, to

build back that connection with cities. By bringing high streets closer to home and

reimagining public spaces, we’re able to rede�ne urban living, based on our changing

perceptions and priorities, towards a post pandemic future.

With the nature of places now changing at a rapid pace, how is technology being used to

innovatively transform urban spaces into more experiential, human-centric, destination

focused hubs? Well, the AI communication tool like that of Hello Lamp Post is doing just

that. By putting people at the heart of decision making, Hello Lamp Post is providing

people with easier access to local information and empowering communities to give

feedback about the areas in which they live, work and play. This, in turn, is better informing

decision makers about the needs and interests of the community. What’s more, Hello

Lamp Post is doing this in a completely different kind of way. By inviting people to strike

up playful conversations with familiar street objects like lamp posts, post boxes, parking

meters, statues and bus stops, using their mobile phone, Hello Lamp Post is encouraging

people to playfully interact with their built environment to create positive social change

and more inclusive communities, improve local democracy and help build people-centred

cities of the future.

By making urban environments interactive and digitally transforming places, Hello Lamp

Post’s contactless, instant and inclusive AI tool is helping to bring places to life and giving

people and cities an outlet to talk and tell their stories. For example, talking to a bus stop

to

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiernanmines/
https://www.hlp.city/


�nd out live bus times or a statue to learn about its history. What we predict for the future

is that by making cities smarter (not smart cities), we hope that all city plans will be driven

and shaped by the end user and that urban spaces will become more playful and

interactive. With Hello Lamp Post already having deployed in over 30 areas globally, we

hope to continue playing a large role in becoming the communication interface between

people and the physical…after all, shouldn’t improvements to local areas be a collaborative

process that builds a stronger relationship between cities, decision makers and their

citizens?

For more information about Hello Lamp Post visit  

or email contact@hlp.city

www.hellolamppost.co.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZPQpQDEU_I
https://hellolamppost.co.uk/


HUMAN TO HUMAN

Outside of the store, we’ll see live streamed

shopping expand across the globe. A

combination of a shopping channel, mixed

with a YouTube-style in�uencer product

demo video with live purchasing built into

the experience; $130bn of transactions took

place on these platforms in China in 2020.

Brands are already leveraging the sales

power of in�uencers and this is the next

logical step - using the human to human

intimacy of a livestream all while tracking

sales and customer data.

Photo by  on Jezael Melgoza Unsplash

by  - Studio Manager, Kathryn White Vitamin

The digital space and the physical space are no longer mutually exclusive, and although we

might still talk and treat them as such, they aren’t even separate. ‘Digital’ is everywhere,

woven into the fabric of our lives at every touch point, from our devices, to our wearables,

to the buildings we inhabit and visit. Its ubiquity makes it unde�nable and so it’s time to let

go of the notion that as retailers we are digital or physical - we must be both, something

better, a seamless customer experience from one to the other.

With the physical retail experience contracting, how can a brand learn to thrive in their

bricks and mortar stores? It’s inevitable that some won’t, but the enjoyable human

experience of shopping in real-life (IRL), in real-time, cannot be dismissed and will

increasingly be cherished as a premium service.

In store, the people working for us can be the best representatives of our brand. They

should no longer be seen as sales staff, but rather brand consultants to guide the

customer towards their interest graph.  Even if the customer doesn’t venture in store, they

have the opportunity to foster human connection using social and video calls, or become

part of the Virtual Reality (VR) / Augmented Reality (AR) experience themselves.

We need to move past pre-existing de�nitions. AR will be ubiquitous, Travis Scott will

continue to perform on your McDonalds happy meal box. Your home is a shop but so is

your mobile. A ‘shop’ will be a place to grab a coffee and socialise. You’ll enjoy a gig in a

station surrounded by a million other people enjoying the same concert in VR. Post Malone

is performing IRL and in Pokemon Go. Traditional structures are no longer relevant,

everything is a channel and all retail is now a blended experience.

https://unsplash.com/@jezael?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/shopping?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathrynjwhite/
https://https//www.vitaminlondon.com/


As everything becomes shoppable, as we’re able to point our phones at any object and locate

and purchase it, the choice will inevitably become overwhelming. Retailers looking to this

future are gathering customer data now, to inform how AIs will curate the perfect shopping

experience for their customers - honing in on the brands and products that resonate with the

individual. Whilst this seems like a step away from human connection, the success of the AI

is going to depend on its ability to replicate the human experience.

At whichever touchpoint we choose to introduce ‘digital’, it must quickly

become just another tool or layer in our offering and not the focus in and

of itself. We want to create frictionless human retail experiences. So even

as the retail landscape expands in virtual directions, it will be our trusted

human to human connections that offer the most value. 

Jacob Beckett, Creative Director, Vitamin

Photo by  on Stephan Sorkin Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@sorkin?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://https//unsplash.com/s/photos/vr?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


AUDIO AUGMENTED REALITY IS THE
NEXT SMART EVOLUTION
by   - Founder/CTO,  &   - Business Development
Director, 

Simon Austen Zoku Mickey Clarke
Zoku

https://youtu.be/yBsns7JyqzQ
https://www.linkedin.com/in/simonausten/
https://zoku.tech/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mickey-clarke-5024b3a5/
https://zoku.tech/




EDINBURGH’S SMART PUBLIC SPACES

Scotland’s seven cities (Aberdeen, Dundee,

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Perth, and

Stirling) supported by 

, have jointly developed an ambitious

programme of data and digital technology

projects delivered via the ‘Scotland’s 8th City

– the Smart City’ European Regional

Development Fund (ERDF) Strategic

Intervention.

Scottish Cities

Alliance

The 8th City programme’s vision is to

enhance Smart City activity and accelerate

and transform the delivery of city services,

making Scotland’s cities more attractive,

liveable and resilient. Investment in the

programme stands at £48.8 million,

including ERDF support of £20.5 million and

Cities Investment Funding of £500,000.

The City of Edinburgh Council is delivering

several 8th City projects - focusing on

intelligent infrastructure, public safety, and a

city operations platform. This integrated

smart infrastructure and connected

assets/Internet of Things (IoT) approach

supports capacity and capability to respond

to events and incidents, based on real-time

data. Deployment of an open, �exible

platform allows use of data and sensor

infrastructure to better integrate key city

management functions.

The deployment of intelligent infrastructure

will enhance the management of

Edinburgh’s road network, with a focus on

real-time monitoring of vehicles and journey

times, as well as sensor-based information

on air quality, parking, and gullies at risk of

�ooding.

The public safety project includes an

advanced Video Management System,

modern networking for city-wide data

transmission and high-resolution IP cameras

used as visual sensors. Installing these

cameras, particularly within locations at

main thoroughfares, the video analytics

software can provide a much richer view of

how people interact with the built

environment – whether that is on foot,

bicycle or vehicle. This data analysis can

allow for better city planning and even data-

driven �ow management.

Edinburgh’s plan for a Smart City Operations

Centre is also bene�ting from 8th City ERDF

support - investment in a foundational

platform and sensors to drive better insight

and enable proactive delivery of services to

citizens. Sensors placed in communal litter

bins around Edinburgh will enable service

teams to see an accurate usage of bins,

predict when they will over�ow and take a

proactive action to mitigate that.

by   - Programme Of�cer, ERDF Strategic Intervention: Scotland’s
8th City – the Smart City, 

Stephen Birrell
Scottish Cities Alliance

https://scottishcities.org.uk/smart-cities/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stephen-birrell-480706156/
https://scottishcities.org.uk/smart-cities/


For more information relating to the City of Edinburgh Council’s Smart

Cities programme, please contact Karin Hill (Karin.hill@edinburgh.gov.uk).

Property environment sensors installed in social housing will enable service teams to predict,

manage and prevent extensive damage to properties caused by issues including but not

limited to damp conditions and related mould growth.

As well as delivering bene�ts to the public realm and high streets within the capital, key Smart

City indicators which Edinburgh’s 8th City projects will address are: productivity,

environmental protection, sustainable resource management, health conditions, public and

social services, and housing quality.

Edinburgh’s 8th City programme is just one aspect of the city’s Digital and Smart City

ambitions. Much of this is informed by City of Edinburgh Council setting an ambitious target

to become carbon neutral by 2030 and by the approval of a Digital and Smart City Strategy

2020-2023. This Strategy de�nes how Digital Technology and Smart City Innovations can

support the ambition of Edinburgh’s 2050 Council Vision.



MAKING ESG COUNT: THE ROLE OF
PROPTECH

Embedding ESG considerations into

investment decisions is one mechanism

through which we can affect real change.

But challenges remain with a lack of

common reporting standards and metrics.

There is also a lack of reliable, comparable,

and real-time data, and this is where

PropTech comes in.

The trend towards Environmental, Social,

and Governance (ESG) considerations in

investment decision-making is accelerating.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in real

estate. And there are good reasons for this.

We know that the built environment

accounts for .

We also know that our buildings and public

spaces can have a dramatic impact on our

health, wellbeing and productivity. And we’re

starting to see climate change impacting on

our communities, towns and cities.

Sustainability and resilience are the two key

factors at play.

39% of global carbon emissions

PropTech can be thought of as the

application of digital technology to property.

Used well, it has the potential to unlock data

that can be used to improve the

performance of our buildings and the public

realm. Data is critical for understanding both

how our assets are performing and to drive

improvement. These improvements could

result in reductions in energy use and

wastage, better utilisation of our buildings

and the public realm, improved health and

wellbeing for tenants, and improved

resilience to the effects of climate change.

Over the next 10 years, data that is in real-

time, reliable and comparable will become

critical in the built environment. A real driver

for this will be ESG related requirements

underpinned by consistent reporting

metrics. This will largely shape investment,

loan, and indeed even insurance, decisions.

We will also see a further increase in

pressures from buyers and tenants, for

homes, buildings and public spaces that

have a positive social impact. We’re starting

to see this with the proposed sets of metrics

outlined in, for instance, 

.

The Sustainability

Reporting Standard for Social Housing

by  - Director, Sophie Taysom PHD Keyah Consulting

https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2018-global-status-report-launch-communications-toolkit
https://thegoodeconomy.co.uk/resources/reports/SRS_final-report_2020-11-16-094356.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sophie-taysom/
https://keyahconsulting.com/


While these moves towards a data led built environment are on

the whole positive, it would be remiss to not mention ethics.

Over the last couple of years there have been controversies

over the use of AI driven automatic facial recognition

technologies being deployed in public/commercial spaces,

concerns about privacy in the context of the Internet of Things

(IoT), and concerns about cybersecurity and the potential for

our homes and buildings to be hacked. And we’re right to be

concerned. Efforts need to be made to engage the public in a

meaningful way, and to build in robust cybersecurity from the

outset. 

PropTech has a bright future in providing real bene�ts for asset

owners and managers, for tenants, and for individuals and

communities. We're starting to see this with for instance 

.

The

Sustainability Reporting Standard for Social Housing

https://esgsocialhousing.co.uk/


DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS KEY TO
FUTURE-PROOFED WORKPLACE
COMMUNITIES

Technology is a key tool in facilitating the

challenges of life. From work to social

interaction, there’s a digital solution to

almost everything - “An app for that” as they

say. That doesn’t stop as we move into the

post-pandemic era. The development of

technologies that add value to post-Covid

life will play a fundamental role in the

facilitation of safe, healthy and connected

communities.

Let’s take a look at the workplace, for

example. The pandemic has highlighted

signi�cant inadequacies in the traditional

of�ce and 9-5 mentality that we were used

to. It’s also thrown signi�cant challenges at

us that we were not ready for, such as an

instant move to fully remote working. It’s

accelerated trends in the workplace that we

would have anticipated to happen over years,

not months. And with that, technology

becomes fundamental to a successful shift.

Post-pandemic, 

. The most

preferable option for the majority of people

is a mix of remote and of�ce-based work.

Hybrid working is fast becoming the new

normal, offering the variety and �exibility

that employees desire to be productive and

satis�ed in their roles. However, the shift to

hybrid working has its challenges. There are

obstacles to remote working and downfalls

to of�ce working that need to be addressed.

Lee Butz, CEO & Founder of District

Technologies, said: “Hybrid working is here to

stay. Covid has forced even the most

traditional companies to adopt hybrid

working, and hybrid working needs to be

managed somehow. This is also where the

problem arises. Managing of�ce space is

very complex, increasing in complexity with

company size.” That’s where we come in. As a

workplace experience provider, we pick out

the �aws and offer a solution to aid this new

way of working to create safe, supportive,

accessible and easy to navigate workplaces

through one integrated platform.

almost 75% of employees

want to return to the of�ce, but only 25%

would prefer to return full-time

by  - Marketing Manager, Hannah Lloyd-Jones District Technologies

https://www.us.jll.com/en/trends-and-insights/research/global-workforce-expectations-shifting-due-to-covid-19
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hannahlloydjones/
https://district-tech.com/


Moving on from the remote work

challenges, of�ce-based work post-pandemic

also has some issues to consider, with safety

being one of the most important aspects.

Even as the threat of Covid subsides,

mindsets have been altered in the long run.

People will expect the very highest in

hygiene and safety precautions. From air

quality controls to increased cleaning and

contactless facilities, of�ce space post-Covid

will need to adapt to the new level of

scrutiny tenants will have. Technology will

enable landlords to measure, track and

control key aspects of

One of the fundamental challenges of

connecting remote and distributed teams is

communication. If people rarely used tools

like Zoom and Slack pre-Covid, they’re most

certainly using them now. Usage in

communication tools shot up considerably

over the lockdown period indicating just

how fundamental these tools are for remote

working. Adopting technologies that can

facilitate a cohesive, collaborative and

connected workplace will be the key to

success. But not just that, working with a

suite of technologies that can work in sync

with each other and provide a cohesive layer,

rather than disconnected and disjointed

platforms which could become dif�cult to

manage. District offers a one platform

approach through its open API which allows

for seamless integrations and

interoperability.

safety, from ensuring all visitors complete a

health check before entry to measuring and

controlling occupancy, maintaining a safe

level of building capacity.

The shift to hybrid working during the

pandemic has given companies the chance

to reevaluate their workplace to provide a

more productive and ful�lling environment.

In this new and often hard to navigate world

of hybrid working, technology will be

fundamental to offering a cohesive

workplace environment. From the

organisational aspect of booking desks,

meetings and services to the cultural aspect

of accessing experiences and connecting

with others. A future workplace that’s �t for

purpose is undeniably technology-enabled.

So, there’s the safety and operational

considerations where technology can play a

key role, but let’s not forget happiness and

satisfaction. How can you foster that with

tech? People that work remote can feel

isolated and lonely. A report by 

discovered that the “majority of employees

(60%) report that they feel less connected to

their team and colleagues whilst working

from home.” A workplace experience app like

 can help by acting as a

hub for the workplace, instilling culture and

offering a portal of events, news, perks and

services to be enjoyed. Keeping people

connected and engaged is key to happy and

productive teams.

Microsoft

District Technologies

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/business/work-smarter-to-live-better/
http://www.district-tech.com/


OPEN ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE –
CONNECTING PEOPLE, PLACES AND
THINGS

The global pandemic has acted as a catalyst

for digital transformation and demonstrated

that the virtual world is now seamlessly

woven into our day-to-day activities. Digital

applications powered by digital

infrastructure have allowed people to work,

learn and collaborate from anywhere in the

world. Being connected is no longer a ‘nice

to have’ it has become a necessity.

In order for Cardiff to �ourish it needs future-

proofed, resilient digital infrastructure in

place to support its people and its

businesses. In response, Cardiff has recently

embarked on an ambitious programme of

open-access duct network provision which

will make the city more resilient and act as

an enabler for an inclusive society.

For years smaller telecommunication

companies have reported prohibitively high

construction costs as the main reason for

not rolling out gigabit speed connectivity to

our people and our businesses. Our open-

access duct model will allow those

companies to roll out their services,

providing greater competition, diversity and

resilience.

In addition, over many years the City’s

Council has installed its own private network

of ducting connecting its libraries, hubs and

core Council sites, access to which will even

further improve coverage of the city. The

‘opening up’ of a vast and far-reaching

network will bring improved services, leaner

cost and more choice to meet the needs of

all sectors. Consequently, it will be

particularly important for our creative

industries who require fast, reliable, cost-

effective connectivity to collaborate and

share content quickly.

Open-access infrastructure will also be of

great bene�t to our public spaces which are

critical to the health and development of a

modern city. Open-access ducts will act as

an enabler and facilitate the faster roll-out of

connectivity, link our shared spaces and

provide the city with greater resilience. It will

allow us to cost-effectively combine public

space technologies such as WiFi

connectivity, small cell infrastructure and

data analytics to deliver new digital services

and enable real-time analysis of city life.

by    - Enterprise Architect, Stephen Meredith Cardiff City Council

https://twitter.com/StephenMered1th?s=20
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/


It will lay the foundations for initiatives like test beds, digital neighbourhoods and smart

district projects which will aim to enrich the lives of our citizens and make our public spaces

more innovative, more digitally inclusive and more interactive.

Cardiff recognises that digital connectivity lays the foundations for future

growth, resilience and sustainability. With future-proofed connectivity at its

core, a productive and creative environment has clear economic and social

bene�ts, and acts as a driver to a competitive economy.



BELONGING STARTS WITH IDENTITY
by  - Smart Places and Real Estate Industry Lead, David Williams Microsoft

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ue1UquyreQY
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-williams-9559641/
https://www.microsoft.com/




REAL-TIME MONITORING IS THE KEY
TO CREATING BUILDINGS THAT ARE
BEYOND SMART

With technological innovation constantly

offering new capabilities, there’s no surprise

that smart buildings are on the rise. Smart

buildings are valuable assets that

complement the goals of smart public

spaces through their ability to improve

sustainability, offer energy saving solutions,

provide detailed data about the built space,

and assist a safe return to the workplace.

Smart buildings adopt sophisticated

technology (such as sensors and other data-

collecting devices) to improve energy

ef�ciency, increase productivity in the

workplace, and create a more comfortable

environment for occupants.

The most valuable tool in any smart building

is data, and it’s most effective when used to

support improvements and informed

decisions that will actually help your built

environment, rather than making decisions

based on assumptions. Too many buildings

are equipped with sensors that either aren’t

collecting effective data, or aren’t using it

meaningfully.

You also don’t need to implement every

piece of available technology, so establish

your key business priorities and work from

there. Remember: the smartest building isn’t

the one with the most expensive tech, it’s the

one that uses this data to make informed,

energy ef�cient decisions.

The easing of lockdown restrictions in

England will drive more people to return to

public spaces over the next couple of

months. With social distancing still in place

for the foreseeable future, occupancy

monitoring provides companies with the

reassurance that their space adheres to

recommended capacity guidelines.

Occupancy monitoring empowers

businesses to understand exactly how their

space is being used, with real-time access to

this transparent data. From of�ces to

university libraries and high street shops,

analysing usage patterns is the most

ef�cient way of calculating how much space

is actually needed.

Another essential addition in any smart

building is air quality monitoring. It allows us

to measure and improve the air we’re

surrounded by all day in our homes, of�ces

and public spaces.

With COVID-related advice stating that air

puri�cation and mechanical ventilation are

essential for improving the health of our

indoor environments, there’s an increased

awareness about the dangers of poor indoor

air quality. In addition to being vital in the

short-term roadmap out of COVID,

implementing air quality monitoring will

make indoor spaces safer and healthier for

many years to come.

by    - Content Manager, Lucy Clifton Metrikus

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucy-clifton-1015a21a1/
https://www.metrikus.io/


Installing smart technology to monitor

energy usage is one of the simplest ways for

companies to reduce their environmental

impact, as well as minimising the �nancial

cost of energy wastage. Through

implementing IoT sensors, building features

such as lighting, heating, and escalators (all

incredibly energy consuming) can be

automated. This way, they’re switched on

when necessary, rather than needlessly using

power all day.

Once this smart technology is implemented

to serve individual business needs, it’s

imperative to ensure all these smart features

are interconnected, and data is

communicated in a way that’s accessible and

easy to interpret.

The most important thing to remember

when �guring out how to make a building

smart is that it’s not simply about collecting

any old data; it’s about gathering meaningful

information and using it to make strategic

decisions, and then communicating this data

back to the building occupants in a way they

can easily understand.



PROGRAMMABLE SMART SPACES
by    - Chairman & Chief Executive Of�cer, Michael Jansen CityZenith

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michaelcjansen/
https://cityzenith.com/


https://youtu.be/Z8vO0hN4mIc


THE DATA DRIVEN HIGH STREET OF
THE FUTURE MUST BE ETHICAL

There is no doubt that technology will have a

fundamental impact on the future of the

High Street. It will allow us to operate in new

ways to better serve people, businesses and

the wider community, bringing bene�ts to

all. However, all of this will be underpinned

by data and how we deal with this data at an

individual or industry level will be essential.

One of the key issues arising from the use of

data will be the ethical implications of doing

so. Today, data ethics is not high up the

agenda and we need to come together

across the real estate sector to recognise

and address the ethical use of data. If we do

not, we risk undermining all of the bene�ts

that technology can bring.

So, what do we mean by ‘Data Ethics’? We

currently spend a lot of time thinking about

what data it is technologically possible to

collect. We also, quite rightly, spend a lot of

time considering what we're allowed to

collect - the legal aspects. GDPR is a good

example of this. However, whilst there is

overlap with both of these, ethics is about

whether we should collect or use the data

and how we should be communicating

about it.

These ‘should’ questions are much harder to

de�ne as they are more subjective and

dynamic, but it is essential that we consider

them in everything that we do today.

Whether we should or should not be using

data will depend on the situation and the

circumstances we are in at the time,

however we can start by all working towards

some standardised principles of data usage.

As an example, against the backdrop of

COVID-19, we are increasingly seeing

organisations collect personal data to make

sure that we are safe. This might include our

name, contact details, body temperature,

medical background and so on. However,

whilst we can all see the logic of this in the

current situation, most people would

probably have felt much more

uncomfortable doing the same pre-

pandemic. Clearly, whether the collection of

this type of data is ethical or not and

people’s view on this, will vary depending on

the circumstances in which we �nd

ourselves. So, a key part of being ethical is

not just what data is collected and how it is

used, but also how transparently this is done

and how well that is communicated to the

people it involves.

by  - Director, Dan Hughes Alpha Property Insight

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danchughes/
https://www.alphapropinsight.com/


The  (RED Foundation) is a not-for-pro�t

initiative started to help the real estate sector and built environment come

together around these issues. It has de�ned six data ethics principles which

it encourages all companies to work towards. However, this is not

necessarily a problem that can be solved by individual companies alone.

Instead, it is going to require all stakeholders with an interest in the high

street, such as central and local Government, locally focused business

initiatives, investors, owners and the local community to come together.

This will ensure that there is a consistent approach to the ethical use of the

data that is undoubtedly going to be collected and used to improve

everyone's experience of the high street.

Real Estate Data Foundation

https://www.theredfoundation.org/dataethics


THE DIGITAL HIGH STREET, SMART
PUBLIC SPACES

The public realm becomes a
shared space between creatives,
technologists, businesses and
community participation
together.

Concrete tower blocks, car parks and tarmac

roads, burst on the scene like popcorn in UK

cities after the second world war, with dual-

carriageway inner city ring roads taking

pride of place. Then, a shopkeeper’s daughter

Prime Minister taught us what the roads

were for – to take us shopping!

Out-of-town malls and many city centres

developed similar architectural patterns as

developers, funded by asset managers,

commissioned infrastructure that blurred

one place with another. Sunday trading

meant that weekends were for browsing and

eating out, and the distinctive character of

our city centres was slowly replaced by

identical outlets for ubiquitous brands.

Our cities leave an imprint of the values of

the day, from common land for grazing

animals, to the primacy of the church and

impressive cathedrals, the importance of

canals and warehouses, to the business of

covered market stalls, and today’s sports

venues, restaurants, cinemas, mosques,

temples, theatres and nightclubs.

The demise of the high street, accelerated by

Covid, means that public space is about to

be re-invented once more. Two trends will

combine to re-invent what public space is

for.

First, ‘liveable cities’. Danish Architect and

urban designer Jan Gehl, author of the 70’s

classic ‘Life Between Buildings’ has been

in�uencing the playful and healthy

recreational use of public space ever since,

especially in his home city of Copenhagen.

Jan is the pioneer of the so-called “liveable

cities” movement – with the rallying cry that

cities exist for people, not bricks or cars. His

�rm has worked on projects all over the

world, with playfulness, engagement,

pedestrian and cycling access, independent

traders and public spectacle being the

hallmarks of Gehl’s mantra.

by   - Chief Business Of�cer, Paul Wilson Connected Places Catapult

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-wilson-0724872/
https://cp.catapult.org.uk/


Second, ‘smart cities’. Within a decade 5G autonomous networks, combined with mobile edge

computing, AI, and big data, will enable a new era of digital playfulness in public spaces. We

see glimpses of what will come at events in Korea where SK Telecom used 5G augmented

reality to bring a �re-breathing dragon to a baseball park. Closer to home Vodafone used 5G

to project childrens’ Christmas card designs onto a car park in central Bristol lastwinter, with

card designs submitted from across the country using social media hashtag

#ConnectTheMagic – and results shown nationwide each evening, as money is raised for

Barnardos.

This kind of digital spectacle, using built infrastructure for individual creative participation in

massive spectacle, will grow in popularity, similar to the growth in winter light festivals, and

the rapid uptake of Pokemon Go in 2016. The ‘Playable Cities’ and ‘Happy Cities’ movements

will gain in momentum, utilising new digital network and distributed computing capabilities.

It works on multiple levels. 100,000 people joined Bristol’s Park and Slide, as a hilly shopping

street was turned into a massive water slide for a weekend, increasing footfall tenfold by using

city infrastructure to bring the community together for fun, celebration and, yes, revenue was

up in the shops that lined the street. The creative combination of liveable cities fun with new

forms of digital connectivity will create engaging spectacle everywhere. I’m looking forward

to it as the public realm becomes a shared space between creatives, technologists, businesses

and community participation together.



OTHER BOOKS IN THE SERIES

RETAIL EXPERIENCE

Retail accounts for 20% of high street businesses yet is

often the focal point for coverage on the current state and

future of our town centres.  This e-book highlights the role

of retail in high street ecosystems, how commercial and

non-commercial experiences need to evolve, and the

importance of technology in enabling the evolution of our

high streets.

MOBILITY

How will we get people to places and things to people in

2030? Will people walk, cycle, take a shared autonomous

ride, or even a drone? Will our streets be healthy, free from

congestion and all amenities less than a minute away? This

e-book attempts to answer these questions and raises a

whole load more!

COMMUNITY

The Community eBook will explore how innovation and

technology can be harnessed to both provide better public

services and more engaged and happier communities.

With data and technology so prominent in the global

response to COVID-19, the eBook contributors will share

their views on what they've learned over the past year and

how technology and innovation could be used across

multiple sectors to improve not only the delivery of

services, but also how they are valued by communities. You

will �nd examples of UK and global good practice and

views what barriers currently impede smart, data-led local

decision making for both Government and businesses.

This eBook Series was designed by .www.alphapixa.com

You can read or download the eBooks .here

https://tlaeducation.org.uk/the-digital-high-street-ebook-series/
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